Introduction
This paper originated from a question of G B M. Greuel and U, Karras whether any compact complex space X admits a locally trivial semiuniversal deformation X-->3T *(S, 0).
Here "locally trivial" and "locally trivial semiuniversaP 3 means the following: 3E is called locally trivial over 5, if for every x^X the deformation germ (ar, *)->(S, 0) is isomorphic to the trivial deformation (X 9 x) X (S 9 0) of (X 9 x). The deformation is said to be locally trivial semiuniversal if it has the usual versality property with respect to locally trivial deformations 5 i.e. if
Z=-»%'
>(S' 9 0) is any locally trivial deformation of X then there is a cartesian diagram
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X'
> (S f , 0) c ---s> 4X
> (S, 0) and moreover the tangent map of a in 0 is uniquely determineda
In this paper we shall give a positive answer to this question. The basic idea is to reduce it to the following purely local problem. Let y>: (£, 0) >(S 9 0), ^:(^5 0) > (S, 0) be holomorphic map germs with special fibers (X, 0) resp 0 (F, 0) and ft: (X, 0) »(F, 0) be a holomorphic map. A subspace (S' 9 0) C (S 9 0) will be called a maximal extension locus for ? 0 if the following two properties are satisfied:
(1) There exists a holomorphic map of (5", 0)-spaces In general, such an extension locus will not exist. For instance, let 9£ =S be the union of two smooth curves Ci, C 2 meeting at 0 with multiplicity >2, and let ^ be the union of these two curves meeting transversally at 0
There is a canonical map a:^ >S and also ?o^={0} >a~1(0) 8 This map can be extended over Ci and over C 2 separately as an For applications, the most important case is when &=XxS and fo-idj*> Here the surjectivity condition of (0. 1) is automatically satisfied and so we obtain in particular (0. 2) Corollary. // (#, 0) > (S, 0) is a deformation of (X, 0) then there exists a maximal subspace (S' 9 0) C (S 9 0) for which («^V, 0) > (S' 9 0) is the trivial deformation, i, e, if a: (T 9 0) >(S 9 0) is a morphism then (ar T ,o)-KT 5 0) ij ^/z^ trivial deformation of (X, 0) iff a factories over (S' 9 0).
A subspace as in (0. 2) will be called the trivial locus of the deformation (3T,0) KS,0) e We remark that (0. 2) is easy to prove in the case where (X 9 0) has an isolated singularity or, more generally, admits a finite dimensional versal deformation (#"*, 0) ^(5*5 0). Here the trivial locus of the deformation (#, 0) >(S, 0) is just oT^O), if (& 9 0) is obtained from the versal deformation by base change a:(5 3 0) ^G?*, 0). But for the general case of (0. 2) or (0. 1) we must employ Banach analytic methods.
It is easy to see that (0. 2) answers the question of Greuel and Karras.
(0. 3) Corollary. Any compact complex space X admits a locally trivial semiuniversal deformation.
Proof. By [Dou 2 ], [F-K] , [Gra] , [Pa] there is a semiuniversal deformation 3E-*(S, 0) of X. For any point x&X there exists the trivial locus (S X9 0) C (S 9 0) for the deformation germ (#", *)->(5, 0). The space 6": = D S* defines again a subgerm of (S 9 0), and it is xeX easy to check that 2£ Sf -*(S' 9 0) is the locally trivial semiuniversal deformation of X.-We do not know whether these results also hold in the algebraic case. E. g., if in (0. 1) <p, <p and £ 0 are algebraic maps, it is natural to ask whether the maximal extension locus of £ 0 is also given by algebraic equations.
In characteristic p^>0 we even do not know whether the Schlessinger conditions are satisfied.
We remark that in this paper we also obtain similar results for deformations of other types of analytic objects as e.g. for deformations of holomorphic mappings or for coherent modules. In order to have a unified treatment of these cases we introduce the concept of data of structure preserving maps between complex space germs, see (1. 2), and show that the examples (deformations of spaces, modules and holomorphic maps) fit into this terminology,, c.f. (1. 3)-(l. 5) s
The basic tool in the proof of our main results are the Banach analytic methods developed by A. Douady in [DouJ, [Dou 2 ] and also the polycylinder spaces and morphism spaces introduced by G. Pourcin [Poui] . In §2 we review the basic material and prove some simple facts used in the sequel. In §3 we formulate a Banach analytic condition (A3) on the data of structure preserving maps and show how this condition implies the existence of a subspace (S", 0) C (S, 0) as in (0. 1).
The verification of this condition (A3) in the case of holomorphic mappings is contained in §4. The most difficult part there is the proof of the so-called smoothness condition in (A3) 0 In §5 we give some applications to the case of holomorphic mappings and to modules. In particular, these results imply (0.1), (0.2), (0.3). The first appendix ( §6) contains the notion of a Banach fiber space and we prove there some technical results which are used in this paper and for which there seems to be no reference. Moreover in the second appendix ( §7) we give a cohomological description of extensions of holomorphic maps which is needed for the examples in V 1 We are going to introduce some notations at first Notations 8 Let /: X-+Y be a morphism of complex spaces and Jl resp 8 Jf be an Q x resp. ^y-module together with a homomorphism Then we call (Jl, Jf} an f -module. The morphisms of /-modules are defined in an obvious way. As it is shown in [Fl] §3 3 the category of /-modules has enough injectives, and so for a complex (Jf" 5 £") of /-modules one can define the Ext-functors in the usual way 0 These groups will be denoted by If JT=Jf, £"=& are modules, then the group Ext
which is the set of all morphisms of /-modules.
We can associate to these Ext-groups the <£W-sheaves on y which are defined by the presheaves If we take the cotangent complexes Jf'-L'x/z, £"°=LY/Z> where Y^Z is a morphism of complex spaces, then the Ext*' resp 0 &s* are also denoted by f, ) resp 0 These invariants are the tangent functors for holomorphic mappings as introduced in [Fl] .
Let x resp. y be a point of X resp. Y a Then as usual the stalk of the sheaf on y is denoted by whereas lim Jelf and the limit is taken over all open neighborhoods U of x in X In the case Jf'=L' x /z, £" = LY/Z we write shortly § 1. Data of Structure Preserving Maps (1. 1) Let (5, 0) be a germ of a complex space and suppose that SE-+S resp. ^ '->5 are holomorphic maps with special fibres X resp 8 y. Furthermore we fix a distinguished point 0 in X and y together with a morphism <? 0 : (X, 0)->(y, 0). For any complex space T-*S let X T resp. ^T be the fibre product Tx s & resp. Tx s &, and denote by the sheaf on «^j of T-morphisms from 2£ T to ^T, i. e. for an open set we have {^:C7 -^T I/ is a T-morphism}.
We shall assume that for every complex space T over 6*, there is given a subsheaf of sets such that the following properties are satisfied.
(Al) (Compatibility with fibre products): If (p^M T (U) and T'-^r is an 5-morphism of complex spaces, then
(A 2) (Extension property). There is a relatively compact neighbourhood U of O^X with the following property : Let T'dT be a small extension of Artinian complex space germs over (S 9 0) ? i. e. Ker(0 T|0 ->0r',o) is a 1-dimensional C-vectorspace. Suppose that is a germ in SK Ti0 inducing f 0 on the special fibre and that T'X T (p is defined over [/, i. e be a morphism of complex space germs over the germ (5, 0) with fibres Xd& resp. YaW over OeS. Moreover we fix a coherent ® % resp. 0 ^-module IF resp. ^ and a homomorphism where the index "0" indicates the restriction to the special fibre. We shall always assume that IF is S-flat (but 9 may be arbitrary). Now we consider the infinitesimal extensions and define for any morphism T-^S 1 the sheaf of all morphisms which preserve the grading and induce the given map f T on $" T C J"r. Obviously the collection 2K r satisfies (AO) with (£o,0>o) and (Al). Moreover, the sheaf M T is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf of homomorphisms of modules
It is well known that, in the situation of (A2), the obstruction for extending a homomorphism to a homomorphism £r(^r)-»^" r lies in So with a similar argument as in the proof of (1.3), one sees that (A2) is satisfied and (SJi r ) r is a datum of structure preserving maps.
(1.5) Example. Let be a diagram of morphisms of complex space germs over (5, 0) and let CYo,0), (Ai,0), (70,0), OfcO), (Z, 0),/o, ft be the respective fibres over Q^S.
We assume that there are given morphisms ft:
commutes. We put and consider the subsheaf consisting locally in 9£ T of all T'-morphisms C-Co xCi-&T-+&T wherê ii&iT-^&iT is a -^r~mo r phism such that C maps the graph of f T we get again a short exact sequence
Obviously we have
Similarly as before 3 we want to show that for suitable neighbourhoods U and V of O^X 0 resp 0 Q^X l with / 0 (C7) cF 3 the canonical map
is injective. By [Fl] (3.5), [B-K] (I 12.12) and the data above, we have an exact sequence of sheaves on Xi
From assumption (ii) follows that Goker (5) is a coherent 0^-module.
Hence, if we take V privileged for Goker ( If F is representable by the (S 9 0) -germ (6", 0) then we call (S", 0) the maximal extension locus of ?o= Observe that such an (S", 0) is automatically a subspace of (£, 0).
In general, a maximal extension subspace need not exists as was shown by the example mentioned in the introduction. In Section 3 we shall give a criterion for the representability of the functor F. In the proof we will construct arbitrary small compact neighbourhoods K of and closed subgerms (S K , 0) C (5, 0) with the following properties :
(1.7) (1) Let OL : (T, 0) -» (S 9 0) be a morphism and suppose that is a morphism extending f 0 which is defined in a neighbourhood of K* -*X -^^T, Then a factories via (6# 3 0).
) be closed complex subspaces and assume that <p f ^%R T , (K) is a morphism extending f 0 . Then there is a ), such that T'X T <P find <p' coincide on K 0
We shortly call such a neighbourhood K a good neighbourhood of 0 0 If LcJ^are good neighbourhoods then, by the properties (1) 9 (2) above, S K is a subspace of S L .
(1. 8) ProposItloiL Assume that there is a basis of good neighbourhoods of OeX. Then the functor F above is representable by a closed subgerm
Proof. Let U be a neighbourhood as in (A2) . We show that for good neighbourhoods LdKdU we have (S L , 0) = (S K , 0) . For this it is sufficient to prove that for every artinian subspace (T 9 0) contained in (S L ,Q) 9 there is a morphism pe2K r (E7). By induction we may assume that there exists a complex subspace T'cT" such that 7"c ->T is a small extension and that there is already a morphism Using property (1. 7) (2), we can extend <p' to a morphism i. e. T'x T <p and ^' coincide on L. Now (A2) implies that <p' can also be extended to a §2 6 Polycylinder Spaces and Morphism Spaces
In this section we review some more or less known facts about the polycylinder and morphism spaces introduced by Pourcin in [Poui].
Let K=KiX.. . XK n dC n be a polycylider 9 L e. each K t c:C is compact and convex with K^tj). We denote by B(K) the Banach algebra o of continuous C -valued functions on K which are holomorphic on K,
such that the sequence
B(K, 0±)
of Banach spaces is direct exact,, In this situation B(K 9^ denotes the cokernel of It is well known that this splitting property as well as the construction of B(K, ^} do not depend on the chosen resolution, cf 0 [DouJ.
In the following we shall need the polycylinder spaces as intro-duced by Pourcin [Poui] . Let ^ ' K be the sheaf of all continuous functions on K which are holomorphic in the interior, i. e. We remark that there is even a natural structure of a functored space on X K , see [Poui] for details.
&K(JJ) = {f'-U-*C If
We also need a relative version of these polycylinder spaces: Let S be a Banach analytic space and an 5-anaflat subspace which is closed in some neighbourhood of SxK e If 3f(s)c:C n denotes the fibre of X over s^S, then by a result of Douady the set of points s such that 0# fs) is ^-privileged is an open subset of S. Assuming that 0# (s) is ^-privileged for all s^S, then one can construct a locally trivial bundle of Banach spaces B(K, 0%) over S whose fibre over s^S is just B(K, ^( s) ) 5 see [DouJ Ghap a 8, No. 3. Moreover one can equip with the structure of a functored space and in particular with a structure sheaf 3$% K such that X ' K -»S is a morphism with fibres 2£(s} K . In the following we call X ' K a polycylinder space over S. For any morphism T-*S of Banach analytic spaces
For the details the reader is referred to [PouJ Chap. 4 .
A second important tool are the morphism spaces which we are going to describe now. If 5, «$", 2£ K are as before and <8f -*S is a space of finite presentation over S 9 then we consider the following functor «T^^): JBan/S -»SetS on the category of Banach analytic spaces over 5, given by where Mor T (t%' KjT , <& T ) is the set of all T-morphisms from 3C K,T into $/ T of functored spaces.
(2,1) Theorem (Pourciri). The functor Mor s (&K, &) is representable by a Banach analytic space MS($>'K, ^0 over S.

The underlying set of the fibre of M s (2£ K, ^0 in a point consists of all morphisms g of 2£ K(S) into <& (s).
The point in MS (&K, ( &) The proof of (2 0 4) is straightforward and left to the reader as an exercise.
Later we also need the derivative of the composition mapping between the morphism spaces with respect to the first variable. So let be closed analytic subspaces in some neighbourhoods of the polycylinder spaces SxKi resp. SxK 2 (where K{ resp 0 K 2 is privileged for #\(j) resp. ^2(j) 5 je5) and let /:#>-» # 2 be a S-morphism. We take the product embedding if T is a complex space over S. Shrinking S suitably around 0, we may assume that K is 0#-(s) -privileged for all s^S. According to §2, ^ K and X 'K.T are polycylinder spaces, and we consider the morphism space which represents the functor
We shall suppose that the following condition holds:
(A 3) There is a neighbourhood basis of 0 ^-privileged polycylinders K around O^C n and a Banach analytic subspace
for each K 9 containing f Oj with the following properties : Proof. Property (1. 7) (1) easily follows from the universal property of M s (Se K ,W) and (A3)(iii), (3.1). In order to verify (1.7) (2), let (!T,0)« ->(T ? 0) be an 5^-embedding and <p'^m T ,(Xf}K) a structure preserving map which is defined in some neighbourhood of Proof of (4.10). We apply (4.9) to the case <?,-:= 0%,.,*, x=0, 1. Then (i) and (ii) are satisfied because of (4. 1) (ii), (iii). This yields the desired resultLet now <?i be as in (4.9) and
Proof. By (A3) (i) T(M K /S}^>M
The proof of (4. 9) immediately follows from (6. 4) and Here i resp. p denotes the canonical injection resp. projection, and <p is the map dual to if. Similarly, there is also a diagram
1
The induced map ^&n^ (^l 5 (5 ^1) 0 ->Coker (^*)o is a map of ^^,0-modules and the kernel JT is generated by a finite number of germs ffx, . . . 5 o^, which may be assumed to come from sections r l9 . . " , T q in ^«(^0 l^) ((^05 <^i), (^^0 ? ^^)). We call the homomorphism given by (r 1? . . . For this, we consider the following diagram
0.
Observe that the middle column Is just the fibre sequence E Q (g)->Ei($)
By (6.5) it suffices to prove: is direct and injective.
If we assume that K 0 , KI are appropriate privileged, then (1) is true, For the verification of (2) and (3) we have to look at first at the following diagram of germs in the distinguished points (which are suppressed here)
, 1 o ->(/ We notice that the second column is exact in the middle term. This is seen in the following way: Fix <*>e (/Q X <?i v ) (0l o) with ($-f) (<B) =0.
Using condition (4. 9) (ii) we may assume that & is induced by an element w in ^fiw^^CC^o, <?i), (^^Q 9 ^y 1 ))(o,o). By the construction of a = (a 0 , «i) we get that oj is in the image of (g* (a 0 ) , a x ) . This implies ft) elm (a). Now we obtain the exact sequences and similarly see [Fl] , II, (6.4). So, if KI is chosen privileged for the sheaf morphisms
we can achieve that (2) and (3) If (^T) T is the datum of structure preserving maps as described in (1-5) 9 then F is just the functor defined in (1.6).
Using the representability theorem (3. 3) and the smoothness theorem (4. 3) we obtain is surjective. Then the functor F is representable by a closed subgerm (S' 9 0) of (S 9 0) 0 By applying (5.1) to the special case /=id# 0 , g=id^0 we obtain theorem (0. 1) mentioned in the introduction. We are going to show how to obtain a similar result for modules : Consider the situation described in (1.4), i 3 e.
is a (5*3 0)-morphism of germs of complex spaces with special fibres X resp 0 Y over OeS, and ^ resp. ^ are coherent d?^ resp 0 0 <&-modules together with a homomorphism 9o° fo*(»o) -^o of (^ ^-modules. Here the index "0" denotes the restriction to the special fibre. We get from (5. 1) Proof. First of all we remark that we may assume 3E to be flat over S» Indeed, there exists a commutative diagram of 5-spaces (2) is fulfilled. For the verification of (5. 1)(3), we notice that one has canonical isomorphisms as the reader may easily check. So (5. 1) (3) follows from our assumption (2) .-
The most important applications of the results above are to locally trivial deformations. First we consider deformations of holomorphic mappings. We remark that an analogous result also holds for other situations where semiuniversal deformations exist, so e.g. for -deformations of holomorphic mappings, cf, [Fl] We leave the straightforward formulations and verifications to the reader.
We will give two further applications of the existence of the maximal extension locus. The first one was shown by Pourcin and is an important tool for the construction of the relative Douady space in [PouJ. Proof. Without restriction of generality we may assume that X is S-flat. Let the index "0" denote restriction to the special fibre X and consider the extension problem for the map / 0 of ^"[J Observe that the fibres of £ -»£ are in general not Banach spaces. E.g., if S is a point and /: E-*F is a linear map of Banach spaces then Ker(/) is a Banach fibre space, and Ker(/) is a Banach space in the usual sense iff/ is direct.
In the following, a Banach fibre space which is locally in S isomorphic to a product ExS with a Banach space E, will always be called a (locally trivial) Banach bundle. Morphisms of Banach fibre spaces and bundles will always be considered to be linear. Now let $ ->S be a Banach fibre space and SQ£=S. We shall say that ff is direct in SQ if the fibre <? (SQ) is a Banach space. If ff is given as the kernel of a linear map <p as above, then $ is direct in SQ iff <P(SQ) is a direct morphism, and this is equivalent to the smoothness of the fibre ff (s 0 ), (6 9 2) Lemma. Let Proof. Since G is smooth there is a 5-morphism h: U ->GXS, defined in a neighborhood of (0, SQ) ^ExS which extends (p. Then the relative tangent map of h restricted to S (via the zero section) In this section we shall give a brief account on the relationship between extensions of holomorphic mappings and certain Ext-groups, This correspondence-which was used several times in this paper-seems to be more or less well known, but unfortunately we could not find any precise reference even in the context of algebraic geometry. For a related situation see [111] vol. 1 (III 2.2). We shall state the result in a rather general way and sketch the proof only in the local case as far as it has been used in this paper 0 We consider a commutative diagram of complex spaces . (2) The set of all pairs (Co, Ci) extending (Co, Ci) w a formal principal homogeneous space under the action of the group ') ( (LCo* (Liy-r) , £Ci* (1^,*) ) , CA ^i) ) .
p.=T(K) \S: T(U/S) \S = ExS
Proof. Since we have only used (1) we shall leave the simple proof of (2) (compare also [Fl] (2. 21) (6)). We define ob(Co,CO to be the image of (a 0 , «i) in K under the canonical map K'^>K. The reader may easily verify that this element depends neither on the chosen embeddings of Of i nor on the liftings C.-.
